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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TECHNOLOGY EVOLVES. IT GROWS. WITH NEW BREAKTHROUGHS EMERGE NEW
POSSIBILITIES. IN A VICIOUS CYCLE, PAIN POINTS ARE IDENTIFIED, SOLUTIONS
ARE DEVELOPED, AND INNOVATION YIELDS FURTHER INNOVATION.
Perfection is a relentless, yet rarely attained pursuit—and
this rings true throughout some of the world’s most widely
used tools and applications.
Driven by innovators in search of better ways and more
efficient processes, the internet has taken massive strides
over a relatively short period of time—and fittingly enough,
its subdomains have progressed in similar ways.
Nevertheless, some parts of the internet have evolved
more than others. For example, online video distribution
has transitioned from unsupported obscurity to top-tier
status as a full-blown, internet powerhouse. Video content
now accounts for more than 80% of all internet traffic while
millions of eyes view billions of videos each and every day.

By building a decentralized, next-generation video
distribution and livestreaming platform, SoapBox
moves beyond the bounds of traditional, online video
infrastructure while empowering its community and
providing them with a more complete user experience.
Anyone can contribute spare computational resources
and cloud storage to the SoapBox network, while video
distribution tasks (encoding, transcoding, caching,
storage, etc.) are parallelly executed on a vast collection
of commodity hardware. Ultimately, this framework can
utilize inactive resources, eliminate third-party censorship,
and scale video distribution to new heights as SoapBox’s
following grows around the world.

Attention is increasing, ad revenue is growing, and
profitable opportunities are arising, but things are still far
from perfect in the world of online video distribution.

While Bitcoin and other blockchain networks have proven
the utility of distributed ledgers, blockchain technology and
other decentralized solutions are rising in popularity and
providing innovative approaches that improve common
interfaces.

Traditional, centralized video distribution platforms (like
YouTube and Netflix) have amassed so much power and
control that they can afford to make decisions that aren’t in
the best interests of their users. These platforms restrict
the growth and creative freedom of video enthusiasts—
causing users to feel the pressures of censorship and
demonetization. Despite overwhelming demand for an
option with reduced content suppression and algorithm
manipulation, there is still no real, viable alternative to
such monopolies.

With an online video platform that sits on top of its own
blockchain ledger, SoapBox deploys its own algorithmic
market and token-based incentive system. This forms
a sustainable, thriving economy around the SoapBox
ecosystem, where a limited supply of native, utility
tokens (Staks) are issued as rewards to users on the
basis of network-building contributions and community
engagement.

With expensive, modern-day video infrastructure demands,
centralized opposition is unlikely to provide the newfound
solution that users desperately seek. If something is going
to give, the approach has to be new, efficient, and valuable
to a widespread community; SoapBox recognizes this.

From computer resource allocation to video likes, views,
shares, tips, watch time, and more, equitably distributed,
on-platform rewards are abundant and readily available to
miners, content creators, and viewers.
Since Staks are used to purchase on-platform ad space,
premium content, and exclusive merchandise, they hold
real value and provide users a valuable stake in the video
platform’s long-term success—and driven by principles
of creative freedom, revenue sharing, social impact, and
technological innovation, we anticipate high demand for
any stake on SoapBox.
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INTRODUCTION

A NEW ERA IN
VIDEO SHARING
SOAPBOX IS A DECENTRALIZED VIDEO
DISTRIBUTION AND LIVESTREAMING
PLATFORM DRIVEN BY BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY AND EMPOWERED BY USERS.
With a community-first approach, SoapBox rewards all
contributing members and recognizes their impact on the
platform’s growth and long-term success.
Positive, network-building contributions, no matter their
size, are rewarded through clear, daily revenue distribution
algorithms that equitably disperse on-platform rewards in
a way that provides better benefits to users.
SoapBox monetizes its media but redefines the distribution
of these generated funds. Through a decentralized, meritbased approach, creators are paid based on relative user
engagement and video views, rather than ad placement
and click-through rates; miners are rewarded for tasks
completed and resources provided; and viewers are
recognized for their engagement with video content and
overall activity levels.
The result is a more complete, immersive, and inclusive
video sharing experience. SoapBox responds to centralized
inefficiencies and injustices.

SoapBox will consistently encourage and work towards
mainstream adoption of its video platform. It is an end-toend solution: the complete package.
As a decentralized video distribution platform constructed
around an expansive peer-to-peer (P2P) network and
blockchain-centric framework, the SoapBox ecosystem
will have ample opportunities to branch out through
third-party application development and consumer-facing
implementation.
By pairing a token-driven incentive mechanism with a
technological foundation that thrives and improves as its
user base expands, SoapBox is poised to maximize the
potential of many worldwide, idle computing power and
spare storage contributions.
With a comprehensive, distributed network and a distinct
vision, the efficient delivery of unrestricted, high-quality
video content is fast approaching. SoapBox is tipping the
scale in favor of the users with its revolutionary platform.
Welcome to a new era in video sharing.
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PROJECT BREAKDOWN

MASSIVE POTENTIAL: THE CURRENT
STATE OF VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
We live in a digital age. In a relatively short time frame, the
development of faster, better hardware and technological
infrastructure has drastically streamlined daily processes
for many individuals, and we can credit the internet
for several of these life-altering transformations. As a
technology, the internet itself has been revolutionary, but
even a disruptive force of this magnitude has room for
innovation.
The internet is an ever-changing, constantly evolving
entity, and so are its constituents. Online video distribution
alone has progressed from videos spreading via email

chains and frustratingly long dial-up downloads to tailormade video sharing sites that connect global communities
within seconds and have turned short-form content
creation and livestreaming into viable career paths.
The unthinkable is now an exciting reality. Video content
makes up more than 80% of all internet traffic, over 78% of
the world views online videos every week, and users watch
more than 500 million hours of video each day on YouTube
alone. Furthermore, experts estimate online video ad
spend will rise from $27 billion (in 2017) to $43 billion by
2020. Surely, the time to capitalize on this growth is now.

THE PROBLEM: C ENSORSHIP, CENTRALIZATION, & LACK OF CONTROL
Unfortunately, the rise of a few video distribution platforms
has created seemingly unmovable monopolies. Large,
centralized entities, such as YouTube and Netflix, have
become big enough to make self-centered decisions with
few consequences, leading to restrictive ecosystems that
limit the rights of users and stunt their creative growth.
Centralized platforms manipulate payment algorithms to

squeeze more and more profit out of users, small-scale
content creators struggle to make ends meet, and video
censorship has morphed into modern day brainwashing.
At the same time, these very platforms require more
expensive infrastructure to deliver high-quality videos and
keep up with industry standards. With so many issues at
hand, there must be a better way.

THE SOLUTION: D ECENTRALIZE VIDEO STORAGE, DELIVERY, & MONETIZATION
Recognizing the aforementioned challenges, SoapBox
seeks to create meaningful change by empowering the
masses and improving video distribution in its entirety.
This begins with large-scale decentralization of the
platform’s infrastructure, and SoapBox will heavily
emphasize distribution of power in a manner that’s best for
the entire network.

Important decisions will be made as a community, rewards
will be earned and equitably distributed based on merit,
and payment will be made transparently, without delay,
and in abundant proportions. Most importantly, however,
users will always have full freedom to stand up for what
they believe in and express their passions.

Premium incentives enable SoapBox to deliver highquality, P2P video content through a worldwide
conglomeration of commodity hardware and a strong dose
of resourcefulness.
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NETWORK PARTICIPANTS
CONTENT CREATORS

VIEWERS

Those who upload original
video content to SoapBox or
livestream on the platform.

Anyone and everyone who
watches—or plays any
segment of—a stored video or
live stream on SoapBox.

ADVERTISERS

MINERS

Businesses or individuals who
use SoapBox crypto tokens
(Staks) to buy on-platform ad
space.

Those who earn rewards for
allocating idle computing
power and spare storage
space to SoapBox.

These users interact with each other through the SoapBox video platform and
any third-party applications running within the SoapBox ecosystem.
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TODAY’S CENTRALIZED CHALLENGES
Existing video distribution models are limited by centralized inefficiencies.

FOR CONTENT CREATORS
•

•

Oppressive video censorship limits creative freedom.
Creators who aren’t mindful of a traditional,
centralized platform’s agenda may see their content
disappear for trivial reasons and without forenotice;
they have little to no recourse against overbearing
moderators.
Video discovery algorithms and search suggestions
favor ad-friendly content. Content that doesn’t fit
specific advertising target markets receives lackluster
exposure.

•

Industry giants limit who may upload and distribute
content on their platforms, and this exclusivity creates
significant barriers to entry for small-scale content
creators.

•

Shaky, unclear, and arbitrary monetization conditions
leave creators’ livelihood at the mercy of a small
handful of platform creators, policy makers, and
advertisers.

•

Creators sacrifice video quality in the name of quantity
and advertising profitability; high view counts but low
submit rates receive smaller returns.

FOR VIEWERS
•

Censorship limits content diversity, exposes viewers
to biased, one-sided videos, and has the potential to
subtly sway public opinion.

•

Video originality suffers from creator concerns
over generating content that fits advertiser-friendly
guidelines.

•

Selective video recommendation algorithms disregard
the best interests of viewers in favor of one-sizefits-all popularity metrics and manipulative content
distribution that maximizes platform ad revenue.

•

Distant network participants may experience
unusually slow, delayed, or laggy video streams
due to centralized systems with last-mile delivery
bottlenecks.

•

Content might be free to access, but viewer reward
schemes are stunted or altogether nonexistent.

FOR PLATFORM OPERATORS
•

Over-reliance on centralized content delivery networks
(CDNs) jeopardizes video distribution platforms and
requires substantial trust in the security and longevity
of similarly large corporations.

•

Network scaling is expensive; resource-intensive
video formats, livestreaming, and new transcoding

standards require traditional platforms to invest
in heftier, more expensive infrastructure to stay
competitive.
•

Dishonest platform operation increases user
frustration and abandonment in sight of better, more
promising alternatives.
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DECENTRALIZED ADVANTAGES
AND USER BENEFITS
Focused on sustainable, long-term decentralization and mass adoption, SoapBox values its network
participants and provides many advantages over traditional video distribution platforms.

CONTENT CREATORS

VIEWERS

•

Freely express passions and voice opinions
without overbearing restrictions.

•

Enjoy a diverse selection of polished, on-demand
videos and live streams.

•

Grow devoted followings through equal
opportunities and steady, unmanipulated
exposure.

•

Experience fast and reliable video playback in
next-gen file formats.

•

•

Earn rewards based on user engagement, not ad
placement.

Directly support creators with in-stream tips,
channel subscriptions, and premium content
purchases.

•

Boost platform-wide content visibility and reach a
wider audience.

•

Receive on-platform compensation relative to
content viewing time, and contribute unused
computational resources for additional rewards.

ADVERTISERS

MINERS

•

Purchase dynamic, revenue-boosting ad space, and
strategically target promotion throughout SoapBox.

•

Get paid for contributing spare computational
storage and bandwidth to SoapBox.

•

Analyze transparent distribution metrics and track
advertising conversions.

•

•

Reach a diverse community of users with different
backgrounds and niche-specific interests.

Support network growth and receive the
opportunity to create new blocks, earning rewards
relative to allocated resources in the process.

•

Hold a stake in SoapBox, and directly benefit from
its success and adoption.
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KEY FEATURES
SoapBox provides a modern, user-centered video distribution and livestreaming
platform with an end-to-end solution that harnesses the collective power of community
networking, token incentives, and blockchain technology for a better user experience.

SIMPLIFIED

CREATIVE

FREEDOM
ENGAGING

ADVERTISING

ABUNDANT

REWARDS

MARKETPLACE

SCALABLE

INFRASTRUCTURE

EXPANSIVE

ECOSYSTEM
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CREATIVE FREEDOM
Content creators have freedom to stand up for their beliefs, voice controversial opinions, and express
outlandish passions. Videos are reviewed, transcoded, cached, and stored by a global, decentralized
network of users and their hardware. Community governance gives all users a say over visible
content, network consensus mediates any disputes, and the removal of censorship limitations allows
SoapBox users to produce, share, and access a diverse selection of stored videos and live streams
on a next-generation video platform.

ABUNDANT REWARDS
Staks—crypto tokens suited for SoapBox—are issued as daily platform rewards that provide
exceptional profit to productive users. On-chain micropayment algorithms enable transparent
and autonomous token flow, and these consistent rewards will drive the SoapBox economy and
incentivize users to help foster the video platform’s growth and long-term sustainability.

ENGAGING MARKETPLACE
From emerging video enthusiasts to industry experts, all types of SoapBox users will find interactive ways
to spend and receive Staks. With enough tokens, users can access premium, SoapBox-exclusive content
or buy limited edition merchandise from creator channels. In similar displays of support, live stream
chatrooms allow viewers to communicate directly with their favorite content creators, while tipping them
increases comment visibility and catches the attention of community members.

SIMPLIFIED ADVERTISING
Advertisers choose where their ads appear, but ad revenue is pooled together and equitably
distributed to SoapBox users based on engagement. Cumulative watch time, monthly channel
subscriptions, viewer tips, and merchandise sales generate rewards alongside traditional
engagement metrics, such as likes, views, and shares.

SCALABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
A decentralized network setup and active ecosystem of user-supplied computational resources
allow SoapBox to efficiently handle community growth and technological expansion. In fact, platform
operability should increase with adoption. As more users strengthen the network, act as miners,
and provide additional connection points, video loading time and stream quality will likely surpass
conventional, centralized platforms.

EXPANSIVE ECOSYSTEM
In addition to its far-reaching web application, SoapBox will offer open-source code, testnet access,
and free software for video sharing, caching, and mining. Developer tools, such as smart contracts,
an API gateway and various software development kits (SDKs), will allow third-party applications
to join the SoapBox ecosystem and integrate many of its blockchain-focused features into their
workflow. This developer accessibility should provide increased exposure and a wider user base to
SoapBox while further increasing Staks’ usability, liquidity, and overall demand.
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TECHNOLOGICAL BASICS

ONLINE VIDEO INFRASTRUCTURE
To deliver on-demand video content and live streams between a wide network
of users, traditional, centralized video infrastructure typically relies on cloudbased components to perform a relatively standard set of critical steps.

VIDEO DISTRIBUTION STEPS
1. ENCODING – Video captured from analog sources
must be converted to a digital format that computers
can read, store, and manipulate. Digital files skip this
step and proceed to transcoding.
2. TRANSCODING – Devices require specific digital
file formats for playback, and video infrastructure
innovation has led to an increasing number of codec,
color space, and resolution combinations. Transcoding
increases device compatibility by converting video files
from existing digital formats to different digital formats
that fit particular device specifications.
3. STORAGE – After video files are transcoded into
various digital file formats, they are saved in a storage
network for future consumption. By storing many
different formats of a single video, device playback

compatibility is maintained, and encoding and
transcoding do not need to be repeated—allowing end
viewers to experience more efficient video delivery.
This step does not apply to live streams.
4. CACHING –To achieve faster delivery and quicker
video load times, files are typically cached and
replicated in several locations that are geographically
close to an extensive range of viewers. Ideally, caching
hardware is quick, powerful, and strategically located
to effectively serve the widest network possible.
5. DELIVERY – Upon a request that contains device
information, appropriate video files are accessed from
caching hardware, gathered, and relayed to the end
user for consumption.

LIVESTREAMING DIFFERENCES
Due to the immediate nature of live streams, replicated video files only need to be stored for delivery of on-demand video
content; the other distribution steps are similarly completed.
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CORE VIDEO DISTRIBUTION COMPONENTS
Traditional video platform technology consists of a few widespread components.
VIDEO PROCESSING PLATFORMS – Resource-heavy systems that handle
all video encoding and transcoding tasks. On centralized video distribution
platforms, fixed-function video encoders, decoders, and transcoders
typically handle the bulk of video processing work.
Limitations: Emerging, ultra-high resolution video file standards (4K, VR,
etc.) require heftier computational resources, and the video processing
power of most individual CPUs lags behind requirements for efficient
transcoding and livestreaming to an increasingly demanding selection of
devices. Fixed-function machines that meet these massive computational
needs are expensive and have limited transcoding configurations.
The SoapBox Solution: Distributed Video Processing

FILE STORAGE SYSTEMS – Video files are most often stored in large,
cloud-based storage networks, such as Amazon Simple Storage Service
(S3), Oracle Cloud Storage, or Microsoft Azure Storage. In cloud storage
systems, data is stored in separate locations across multiple remote
servers owned by a single, centralized provider, and shared file access is
granted through the internet.
Limitations: Centralized hosting providers control all network storage
resources and dictate storage security, types, and size. Videos are typically
stored as large, monolithic files, which reduces fault tolerance and mobility.
The SoapBox Solution: Decentralized File Storage

CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORKS (CDNs) – CDNs deliver content to end
users through a geographically distributed network of data centers, known
as points of presence (PoPs), and this delivery depends on factors such as
the geographic location of the user, file origins, and server bandwidth. In
theory, a properly structured CDN will reduce bandwidth costs, improve
page load times, and increase global content availability.
Limitations: PoPs are strategically arranged for maximal proximity to
viewer groups, but it can still be challenging to build near all viewers—and
those in less-developed areas may experience marginal playback quality
(pauses, skips, etc.) due to poor CDN reach. Likewise, rising CDN bandwidth
and maintenance costs make proprietary CDNs expensive and inefficient.
The SoapBox Solution: Collaborative Content Distribution
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DECENTRALIZED SOLUTIONS

INFRASTRUCTURE INNOVATION
THE SOAPBOX VIDEO PLATFORM REFORMS TRADITIONAL, CENTRALIZED VIDEO
INFRASTRUCTURE PRINCIPLES. BY INCENTIVIZING USERS TO SHARE COMPUTATIONAL
RESOURCES AND EMBRACE NETWORK GROWTH, SOAPBOX PROVIDES THE FRAMEWORK
FOR EFFICIENT, DECENTRALIZED VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AND LIVESTREAMING.

DISTRIBUTED VIDEO PROCESSING
Catering to the increasing market demand for many
different digital file types that match devices with
varying resolution, codec, and color space requirements,
SoapBox adopts a large-scale video processing solution
that recognizes and delivers a diverse selection of file
configurations.

By virtually renting CPUs from miners, SoapBox
syndicates community-contributed computational power
to form an extremely capable network of commodity
hardware. Through video file sharding and delegation of
small transcoding subtasks, large files can be parallelly
processed at cheaper costs and much quicker speeds than
they could be on isolated machines.
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DECENTRALIZED FILE STORAGE
Once on-demand video files are processed to the
specifications of SoapBox and its end viewers, these files
need to be stored in a manner that serves the platform’s
founding principles and meets future access, playback, and
incentivization targets.
Existing decentralized file systems—like the InterPlanetary
File System (IPFS) protocol and Swarm (an Ethereumbased, P2P storage network)—may seem like viable
options for the storage of SoapBox video file segments.
However, SoapBox values uncensored operations and
equal access to storage, so it’s undeniably important to
incorporate a file storage system that ensures all uploaded
videos are stored and accessible.
Unfortunately, the generic structure of IPFS doesn’t fully
support SoapBox’s goals, as nodes (miners) decide what
they want to store, and they have no incentive to store data
that doesn’t maximize their earning potential.

Due to its specialized needs and offerings, SoapBox will
develop a self-contained, completely decentralized file
system. This tailor-made system will model IPFS and
implement a distributed hash table (DHT) structure
with content-addressed block storage and immutable,
permanent, content-addressed hyperlinks. Most
importantly, however, the independent system will enable
SoapBox to effectively deploy its own token incentivization
layer—appropriately rewarding miners on the basis of
storage contributions and active participation, rather than
solely on content popularity and profitability.
Video files will be stored in abstracted, user-processed
segments that will be replicated throughout various
geographical locations to extend video availability while
reducing playback latency and network downtime. The
minimum number of nodes storing a given piece of data
will be determined by internal platform algorithms and
expectations, and SoapBox will continuously offer unbiased
content storage to its creators.
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COLLABORATIVE CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
SoapBox’s decentralized CDN—made possible through an
algorithmic, P2P market, sustained incentivization, and
community networking—will provide a cheaper, more
efficient, and increasingly reliable alternative to proprietary
CDNs.
Through the collective contributions of network
participants across the world, SoapBox will begin
in a relatively decentralized state and become more
geographically distributed as its user base grows.

An open community of miners will run servers and
maintain data centers for that relay video requests, piece
files together, and deliver content to end viewers. By
pulling on-demand content and live streams from nearby
servers (instead of centralized hubs), SoapBox aims
to provide—and quickly deliver—video files in as many
formats and bitrates as possible to all users, regardless of
their location.

Point of Presence
Caching Node
Viewer Node

Traditional CDN

Bootstrapped Architecture

Fully Decentralized

BOOTSTRAPPING POSSIBILITIES
Successful scaling as a decentralized platform requires
a healthy amount of network participants. To ensure
high-quality performance with lower user counts in the
network’s early stages, SoapBox may opt to ease into
decentralization through hybrid bootstrapping approaches
that combine centralized technology with decentralized
ambitions.

Upon sufficient development of decentralized, selfcontained infrastructure, increased platform adoption, and
a strong foundation of active miners, these centralized
components will be gradually phased out over time.
Ultimately, bootstrapping is a strategy that gives SoapBox
time to grow and quickly move towards a high-functioning,
heavily decentralized network.

For a short time, this could mean—but is not limited to—
internalized encoding and transcoding, utilizing the basic
functionality of IPFS, or maintaining a traditional CDN
alongside user-contributed servers.
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PLATFORM COHESION
USER-OPERATED NODES, BLOCKCHAIN
INTEGRATION, SIMPLIFIED FRONT-END
INTERFACES, AND CUSTOM-MADE CONSENSUS
MECHANISMS ALLOW DECENTRALIZED VIDEO
PROCESSING, FILE STORAGE, AND CONTENT
DISTRIBUTION TO THRIVE ON SOAPBOX.

NODES
A node is any device running SoapBox client software, maintaining a copy of the SoapBox blockchain, and/or participating
in the P2P network by exchanging transactions, block information, or video files with other nodes.
By installing SoapBox’s universal blockchain client app, anyone can validate transactions and blocks on the public
blockchain. Thereafter, specific software packages can be downloaded to activate specialized modules and run different
types of nodes—allowing users to earn Staks for various network contributions.
Based on sufficient resource allocation and the ability to meet node eligibility requirements, a single machine may maximize
its earning potential by activating more than one module and simultaneously running several different mining operations.
Modules can be switched on or off to determine a machine’s role(s) within the SoapBox ecosystem, and the following node
types will drive a wide array of activities throughout the network:

CREATOR NODES	Content creator devices that upload and transmit original, raw video files. Through creatororiented software, full-length video files are automatically encoded (if necessary) and split
into multiple segments. Segmented video files are sent to transcoding nodes for review and
transcoding.
TRANSCODING NODES	Miner-contributed devices that quickly provide initial content review, transcode segmented video
files to different bitrates and resolutions, and deliver them to storage nodes.
CACHING NODES	High-performance machines that manage content delivery by caching processed video files
for quick access and relaying them to nearby viewer nodes upon request. Caching nodes are
responsible for communicating with storage nodes, transcoding nodes, and viewer nodes.
STORAGE NODES	Machines that actively allocate storage space to SoapBox, save replicated video segments for ondemand viewing, and periodically verify the presence of replicated files in other locations. Based
on performance, storage nodes are candidates for block mining—and earning corresponding
block rewards.
VIEWER NODES		A device that directly requests—and eventually receives—transcoded video files for playback or
livestreaming consumption from caching nodes on the SoapBox network.
IDENTITY NODES	Trusted devices that improve network efficiency through direct connections with other nodes—
verifying, approving, and managing their activity.
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THE BLOCKCHAIN
The SoapBox blockchain provides a highly deterministic, on-chain payment structure and transparent, distributed record
of all network transactions. Like other blockchains, unique, anonymized addresses and key pairs allow for efficient fund
transfer and unregulated freedom over personal network balances.
It’s relatively straightforward, but giving storage nodes the opportunity to earn block rewards incentivizes honest block
creation, forms a competition around plentiful resource allocation, and purposefully issues a relatively scarce amount of
tokens at a consistent rate. Meanwhile, other rewards layers account for similarly important acts of network engagement.
The blockchain is at the very core of SoapBox’s daily operations, and its reliable foundation spreads long-lasting confidence
throughout all facets of the SoapBox ecosystem.

THE VIDEO PLATFORM
The SoapBox video platform will be the initial implementer
of the SoapBox blockchain and the first application in the
SoapBox ecosystem. Its dedicated web portal promises
to offer an immersive, state-of-the-art experience to video
enthusiasts and everyday users of varying blockchain and
cryptocurrency backgrounds.
Built with many familiar features of traditional, centralized
video platforms, the web portal will gradually introduce
laypeople to blockchain technology, offer advanced
functionality to experts, and emphasize mainstream user adoption.
ff Password-protected accounts—with multi-factor authentication requirements and withdrawal verification
procedures—reliably safeguard on-platform balances.
ff Automatically issued hot wallets are linked to SoapBox video platform accounts and synced between devices with
an encrypted cloud backup.
ff Streamlined account access—from any device or location—allows content creators and viewers to seamlessly
increase their engagement-based earnings without interruption.
ff Rapid token transfer between on-platform accounts.
ff Secure password recovery fallbacks to avoid permanent fund loss.
ff Real-time reflection of account balances with detailed engagement statistics, reward payout visualization, and onplatform transaction tracking.
ff Internal exchange for simplified conversion between Staks and other currencies.
ff Quick and straightforward withdrawal to off-platform wallets and cold storage.
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FRONT-END INTERFACES
The SoapBox video platform will be accessible in different shapes, sizes, and flavors, which should allow network
participants to run different types of nodes and control their funds from a large selection of wallet-integrated, user-friendly
interfaces.
On-platform functionality might vary across devices and offerings, but SoapBox will appeal to the widest possible network
through all-inclusive, widely compatible implementations that give everyone a chance to explore their interests and express
their passions.

WEB APP – Accessible through modern internet browsers, the SoapBox web application features
an advanced API gateway that enables developers to upload video files to the SoapBox network
while allowing viewers to view live streams and request on-demand videos for playback.
Advertisers will have access to a dedicated advertising portal where they can purchase onplatform ad space and customize their campaigns.

MOBILE APP – Lightweight and built for the pockets of all users, the SoapBox mobile app offers
round-the-clock access to on-demand videos and live streams from its worldwide community of
content creators. Likewise, comprehensive social engagement with videos (likes, shares, tips, etc.)
is permitted through this interface.
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BLOCKCHAIN CONSENSUS
Maintaining network consensus is critical to the success
of blockchain-based systems, and SoapBox is no
exception. With mutual agreement over the ordering of
validated transactions, token ownership can be properly
represented, and account balances can be reliably tracked
and trusted; building a thriving token economy requires all
of this and more.
On the basis of their actively engaged storage space, any
storage node can be selected as a block miner. As users
broadcast transactions to the entire network, legitimacy
of these new transactions is validated by many different
network participants based on a set of validation rules, and
some combination of valid, unspent transactions is added
to a new block that’s signed by the selected storage node,
sealed with a hash, and checked by the greater community
of blockchain validators.

For each new block, a storage node is selected through
a weighted lottery system. In this lottery, a given node’s
odds are proportional to the amount of storage space
they’re actively using to store video files for SoapBox,
as determined by the ongoing storage values that are
maintained by frequently issued, time-bound storage
challenges and the results of corresponding proofs of
retrievability.
The selected storage node is given the first opportunity to
create the upcoming block and write it to the blockchain.
Once a new block has been written by a selected storage
node, it is either approved or rejected by the consensus
validation of other blockchain participants. If rejected,
another storage node selection is quickly made, and the
newly selected node is given the opportunity to propose
and write the upcoming block; this process will be
repeated until network consensus is achieved.

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

SoapBox
Backend

SoapBox IDN

Storage
Reports

SoapBox
Web Portal

Video for
watch

SoapBox
SN with queue and
lottery algorithms

SoapBox
CN

Transcoding
Verification

SoapBox
TN

SoapBox
CCN

SN + CN

Public Blockchain

Private Blockchain

Client-server type

VIEWERS

GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE
SoapBox will operate a publicly accessible web portal—for viewers and other network participants—along with a serverside layer that contains identity nodes (IDNs) and the SoapBox backend. These components will coexist with public
blockchain nodes and centralized entities.
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NETWORK OVERVIEW
THE SOAPBOX BACKEND HAS THE FOLLOWING CORE RESPONSIBILITIES:
ff Manage the web and mobile portals for viewers;
ff Manage the advertiser and cryptocurrency owner portals;
ff Collect information and statistics from other nodes to analyze overall performance;
ff Operate the network of IDNs.

IDENTITY NODES (IDNs) HAVE THE FOLLOWING CORE RESPONSIBILITIES:
ff Verify, approve, and manage creator node (CCN) activity—by connecting active CCNs with online, capable
transcoding nodes (TNs), assigning transcoding tasks, verifying transcoding task completion, and defining
associated rewards;
ff Verify, approve, and manage transcoding node (TN) activity—by connecting active TNs with storage nodes (SNs) in
the storage work queue and checking results of storage task completion;
ff Verify the results of the public blockchain’s storage work queue and block miner lottery algorithms to connect the
appropriate SNs with TNs;
ff Verify, approve, and manage caching node (CN) activity—by connecting active SNs with online, capable, and nearby
CNs to provide viewers with the ability to watch a stored video or live stream, as well as assigning video delivery
tasks, verifying task completion, and defining the possible reward.

VIDEO SHARING WORKFLOW
To efficiently utilize network resource contributions and improve user experience, video uploading and distribution processes
will follow an innovative workflow model that responds to on-platform results while undergoing continuous optimization and
algorithmic refinement. The following video flow diagram and detailed list provide a general sense of the early-stage steps that
will economically distribute videos from content creators to viewers in an immersive, user-friendly environment.

Soapbox
Backend

Soapbox IDN

A cached video file
is sent to the web portal

Soapbox
Web Portal

A stored video file is sent
to a CN for caching

Soapbox
CN

A transcoded video file is
sent to SNs for storing

Soapbox
SN with queue and
lottery algorithms

Soapbox
TN

A video is uploaded and sent
to a TN for transcoding

Soapbox
CCN

A user views a video
on the web portal

VIEWERS
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NETWORK OVERVIEW
1

A creator node (CCN) uploads a video file through
the SoapBox blockchain client app, either directly
or by uploading via the web portal (where the video
uploading process will immediately proceed through
that user’s linked CCN node and distribute throughout
the network).

2

If necessary, the video file is automatically encoded,
pre-processed, and normalized by the CCN software.

3

The encoded video file is cut into various segments of
similar sizes, and these segments are used to create
several transcoding tasks based on network demands
(as communicated by SoapBox IDNs).

4

For each transcoding task created by the CCN (in
conjunction with SoapBox IDN support), transcoding
nodes (TNs) that are online and have claimed to meet
the task’s minimum hardware requirements are
selected by IDNs, and an ordered list of capable TNs is
relayed to the CCN.

5

The CCN shares transcoding task details and the
respective video segment with the TN at the top of the
list, which has a limited amount of time to complete
the task—and pass the transcoded file to the CCN for
verification—before it’s punished and the next TN in the
list is assigned the same task.

6

Once a CCN receives a transcoded file from a TN,
it internally checks (through proof of transcoding)
whether the task was properly completed or not. If the
proof is initially verified by the CCN, the TN—subject to
the possibility of random double checks by IDNs—will
receive a dynamically calculated reward based on the
difficulty of the task and ongoing network conditions
(as interpreted by IDNs). If the CCN claims the
transcoding task wasn’t successfully completed, then
IDNs will double check the proof before determining
how SoapBox responds to—and handles—the
respective task, its involved nodes, and any associated
rewards payouts. .

7

After the video file has been transcoded, its size is
compared with the free space that the storage node
(SN) waiting for the next storage task—at the front of
the storage work queue—claims to have available. If
the claimed free space meets or exceeds the size of
the file, then an IDN assigns the storage task to that
SN and tells the TN to share the transcoded video
file with them. If the SN has claimed an insufficient
amount of free space to complete the given storage
task, then it will move to the end of the storage
work queue, and the next SN in line will have the
opportunity to receive the same task.

8

After receiving the storage task assignment, the SN
is expected to provide proof of retrievability within a
given period of time—which is subsequently verified by
a SoapBox IDN or other SNs that are storing a replica
of the file. If the SN fails the task for any reason, it will
be punished accordingly (if the failure is confirmed by
an IDN), and the next SN in the storage work queue
will be considered for the task. Based on network
demands, each storage task will likely be assigned to
multiple storage nodes in parallel—with the goal of
storing a certain amount of replicas.

9

Accounting for video popularity and other metrics,
IDNs will assign a pre-determined ‘storage lifetime’
period—when the storage node is expected to have the
file stored and quickly accessible at all times. At any
given moment in a storage task’s lifetime, SNs that
are storing copies of the same file might be expected
to act as verifiers (on behalf of the mechanism’s
internal algorithms) and randomly issue time-bound
challenges to other SNs. If challenged, a SN is
expected to quickly prove to the other SNs that it’s
storing the given file (through proof of retrievability).
If a SN fails the majority of its challenges (from other
SNs) for a given task, it will be punished and risk
losing its staking deposit. Similarly, if an SN refuses
to issue a challenge to another SN when prompted,
it will also be punished. In this way, actively engaged
storage counts are maintained for all storage nodes
and adjusted on the basis of challenge results, proof
results, and up-to-date information on which files
SoapBox can expect certain nodes to have saved and
stored. These updated storage counts are used to
influence a given storage node’s probability of being
selected to mine new blocks.

10 With files stored, storage nodes may opt for dualfunctionality as caching nodes (CNs), which are
responsible for quickly delivering their ‘cached’
(stored) files to viewer nodes (VNs) upon request.
When a VN requests to watch a video through
one of SoapBox’s front-end interfaces, the request
parameters are used to create delivery tasks (in the
SoapBox web portal)—which are assigned (by IDNs) to
an online CN that claims to meet the delivery needs
and is in close geographic proximity to the end viewer.
11 After a delivery task is assigned to a CN, the CN is
expected to successfully deliver the video segment to
the respective VN within a given amount of time. This
delivery is tracked, timestamped, and verified by IDNs,
which will issue difficulty-adjusted task payout upon
completion. If the CN fails to complete an assigned
task, it will face the possibility of punishment, risk
losing its staking deposit, and the same task will be
quickly assigned to another online CN.
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NETWORK OVERVIEW
INCENTIVIZING GOOD BEHAVIOR
Aiming to ensure that video distribution processes and mining tasks are completed according to the community’s best
intentions, SoapBox will require storage, processing, and caching nodes to stake a minimum amount of Staks for network
participation.
Additionally, in cases where content creators are found to be spamming the network or colluding with other nodes, they
may be banned from SoapBox and required to make a staking deposit for reinstatement.
By pairing this minimum staking threshold with relatively strict behavioral guidelines, node slashing conditions, random
quality checks, and the possible implementation of a social scoring system for users, the level of risk for potential bad
actors (losing their staking deposit) should outweigh any potential reward of cheating the system.
Effectively, intertwined game theory should push rational participants to appropriately complete all assigned tasks, avoid
counterproductive behavior, operate with integrity, and work towards the best possible video distribution infrastructure.

WHY IDNs?
IDNs give SoapBox an extra layer of verification, speed up certain network processes, and allow for responsive
improvements in a working environment. Public blockchain nodes will be linked to IDNs, with the possibility of dismissing
this connection, developing a more decentralized algorithm for all public blockchain participants, and deleting the IDN
component in the future.
Ultimately, IDNs allow SoapBox to test and refine algorithmic details that would otherwise be hard-coded into the
blockchain. With a continuous process of improvement, SoapBox will be able to discover and define the most effective
means of task-related verification, difficulty-adjusted rewards distribution, and game theory-based punishment.
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TOKEN ECONOMICS

STAKS ON STAKS ON STAKS
SOAPBOX IS SUPPORTED AND DRIVEN BY STAKS, ITS OWN, NATIVE CRYPTOCURRENCY TOKENS.

THE TOKEN
With many practical use cases across the SoapBox video platform and other applications in the SoapBox ecosystem, Staks
are released with purpose and real economic value, and they’re made for heavy circulation and wide utilization.
An active, self-sustaining token economy is crucial for decentralized longevity. Staks are more than tokens; they’re the
lifeblood of SoapBox and the key to unhindered, long-lasting video platform success.

Buy & Sell Staks

Purchase Staks

Buy & sell Staks

EXCHANGES

ADVERTISERS
Buy ads with Staks

Inject REAL value
into the SoapBox
economy
Buy & sell Staks

Enhance Visibility of Content
Uploads / Livestreams
Rewarded for engagement (likes,
views, watch time, etc.)

Earn rewards for transcoding
video files and delivering them
to viewers

CONTENT CREATORS
Uploads / Livestreams

MINERS

Earn block
rewards

Earn for
engagement
(views, watch
time, & shares)

Watch videos
and engage with
content

Create new
blocks after
storing video
files

Portions of block
rewards fill
community
reward pools

BLOCKCHAIN
Tips, premium content purchases, and
channel merchandise sales

VIEWERS
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TOKEN ECONOMICS
TOKEN USAGE
Staks are designed to incentivize the productive actions of SoapBox network participants in a vast ecosystem that promotes
quick movement, cyclical token flow, and simple transfers between users with varying goals, purposes, and backgrounds.
As an added bonus, the tokens provide a valuable unit of exchange and create a vested interest in the SoapBox video
platform’s long-term growth and sustainability.
Representing on-platform value and purchasing power, Staks are used and algorithmically distributed throughout SoapBox
for many liquidity-boosting purposes.

CONTENT CREATORS

VIEWERS

ADVERTISERS

MINERS

Earn Staks relative to video
engagement and originality.

Receive Staks for viewing
and sharing videos, and
supplement earnings by
allocating spare storage
and computational
resources to the network.

Purchase Staks from
currency exchanges and
online marketplaces.

Earn Staks for completing
tasks with spare
cloud storage and idle
computational resource
contributions.

Use Staks to boost content
visibility across the platform
and reach a wider audience.
Use Staks to tip their
favorite content creators
and unlock exclusive
content.

Use Staks to buy
targeted, on-platform
ads delivered
throughout SoapBox.

Exchange Staks for fiat
currency or use them as
on-platform utility tokens.

Cumulative watch time, channel
subscriptions, viewer tips, and
merchandise sales generate rewards
alongside traditional engagement metrics,
such as likes, views, and shares.

TOKEN SUPPLY
The maximum supply of Staks will never eclipse 1,000,000,000 (1 billion), though the circulating supply will increase over
the SoapBox video platform’s early years. These 1 billion tokens will be steadily released into circulation through token
mining operations and front-loaded, competition-oriented block rewards that will be set to decrease at certain points as the
blockchain ages.
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TOKEN ECONOMICS
MINING OVERVIEW
New Staks will only be released into circulation through
mining. Some mining activities—such as transcoding and
caching—earn Staks on a per-task basis, while others—like
file storage—increase a node’s likelihood of being selected
to verify blocks and earn corresponding block rewards.
BLOCK REWARDS – Into the foreseeable future, each
block in the SoapBox blockchain is assigned a block
reward, and this block reward will be distributed after the
respective block’s creation and validation. Block rewards
provide a significant incentive to contribute resources
to the SoapBox network, as a node storing more files
has greater reward potential. When blocks are mined by
storage nodes, a portion of each block reward is allocated
to the individual block miner, and the rest of the block
reward funds a communal, mining task reserve.
REFILL NODES & PRE-MINING – Since video content will
need to be hosted and delivered throughout the network
for token mining to commence, a beta version of the video
platform will provide ample time to competitively mine
a portion of Staks and prepare the ecosystem’s rewards

pools through the work of storage, processing, and
caching nodes running on SoapBox’s own servers or cloud
service (refill nodes). In addition to these efforts, a small
percentage of tokens may also be pre-mined before early
release—kickstarting the network with sufficiently funded,
engagement-based rewards.
MINING TASKS – Transcoding nodes and caching nodes
will receive dynamic, difficulty-adjusted rewards (from
the mining task reserve) upon proving their completion
of specific mining operations. Transcoding nodes will
be rewarded for transcoding segmented video files to
meet requested parameters, and caching nodes will be
compensated after delivering video files to viewer nodes.
TRANSACTION FEES – Transactions on the SoapBox
blockchain will carry small fees to reduce the network’s
attack vector while further supporting and incentivizing
miners. All transaction fees will be distributed following
the same percentage-based rules as block rewards, with
the majority going to the individual block miner and the
rest replenishing the mining task reserve.

Block Reward Distribution

Mining Task
Reserve

25% Mining Task Reserve
75% Block Miners

Storage
Nodes
(non-refill)

Block Miners

{

70% Storage Nodes (non-refill)
30% Refill Nodes

Team

Refill Nodes

{

Community
Engagement
Pool

10% Team
90% Community Engagement Pool

Viewers

{

Content
Creators

77.7% Content Creators
22.3% Viewers
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TOKEN ECONOMICS
MINING OPERATIONS
Each Staks mining operation follows different protocols that determine task eligibility, delegation, successful completion
terms, and any associated payouts. By following these basic requirements and expectations, many different SoapBox nodes
can yield worthwhile Staks rewards and take pride in growing a video distribution platform that’s better for the community.

STORAGE MINING
As the main determinant of block mining probability
(and thus block reward distribution), storage mining
deeply influences storage nodes, the primary upholders
of network consensus on SoapBox. Block rewards
serve as the primary means of rewarding active storage
participants.
The entire storage mining process implements two key
components: a storage work queue and a weighted lottery.
The universal storage work queue is used to determine
when individual storage nodes receive the opportunity
to complete pending storage tasks; it gives all storage
nodes an equal opportunity to store video files over time.
Meanwhile, storage nodes are selected to mine blocks
through a weighted lottery system—where lottery weights
are proportional to the amount of space a storage node is
actively using to store files.
Devices with spare storage space can become eligible
storage nodes by downloading SoapBox’s blockchain client
app, depositing enough Staks to meet the minimum staking
requirement, and activating the storage module.
Upon storage module activation, the staking deposit will
be locked for a pre-defined time period, and the storage
node will be asked to claim how much free storage space
it’s allocating towards SoapBox, which can be modified
throughout the storage node’s lifetime.
After making its claim of available storage space,
the storage node joins the SoapBox network and is
automatically inserted to the end of a network-wide
storage work queue. In this queue, storage nodes wait for
the opportunity to receive new storage tasks from creator
nodes.
A node’s free storage space claim determines whether
or not it’s assigned the next available storage task upon
reaching the front of the queue. If the storage node’s
claimed free space is greater than or equal to the size of
the file that needs to be stored at that point in time, then it
will be assigned the task for quick completion. Otherwise
(if the size of the file exceeds the claimed free storage

space), the storage node will not be assigned the task—and
effectively miss its opportunity to store a file for that queue
cycle.
In both cases, the storage node will move to the end of
the queue, where it will need to wait to reach the front for
another opportunity to be assigned a storage task. Thus,
in each queue cycle, a single storage node will only be
assigned one task at most.
The queue-based system gives all storage nodes a
relatively equal opportunity to receive storage tasks,
while incorporating free storage space claims with staking
deposits and node slashing conditions places a sense of
accountability on rational storage miners to accurately
claim their resources in accordance with the involved risk.
These opportunities to store video files, prove completion
of storage tasks, and increase utilized storage counts
are precious and valuable, so storage nodes will be
incentivized to allocate—and claim—enough storage space
to ensure that they’re assigned the task and able to fully
complete it if possible. In a similar manner, however,
storage nodes will be punished if they are unable to quickly
complete an assigned task for any reason, so the inherent
risk of losing one’s staking deposit encourages accurate
free storage space claims while dissuading miners from
overestimating their resources.
Through the blockchain client app, a miner can change
their free storage space claim amount at any time before
reaching the front of the storage work queue. This amount
won’t be directly checked or proven, but the game theory
behind the system will incentivize accurate claims.
Alongside the storage work queue, a running total of
actively engaged storage space will be updated and
maintained for each storage node in the network. Over
the lifetime of storage tasks, frequent and unpredictable
challenges will require the storage node to quickly
prove that they’re storing their respective file(s) through
provable data possession or proofs of retrievability. If a
storage node fails a challenge, its actively utilized storage
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count will decrease, and it will risk losing its staking
deposit. The randomness of challenges and severity of
punishment will incentivize storage nodes to store files for
the duration of each storage task’s lifetime. Likewise, the
time-bound nature of such challenges will deter storage
nodes from any outsourcing attempts.
Storage nodes will be the primary issuers and verifiers
of storage challenges, as many replicas of each file will
be stored throughout the SoapBox network at any given
moment. Challenge participation is a duty and expectation
of all storage nodes, and failure to comply will result in
punishment.

The actively engaged storage space counts will be used in
a weighted lottery for the selection of block miners, and a
node’s odds will increase in relation to its count. For each
new block, a storage node will be randomly selected as the
block miner (using the updated weights as probabilities).
The selected block miner will create the new block
and receive a large percentage of the associated block
reward—and that block’s transaction fees—upon block
validation. The remaining portion of the block reward and
transaction fees will fill the mining task reserve, which is
used to reward video transcoding and delivery tasks on the
basis of completion.

VIDEO TRANSCODING TASKS
Similar to how storage nodes become eligible and join the
SoapBox network, transcoding nodes will require their
own separate minimum staking deposit, which will be
locked over some period of time and held to promote good
behavior.
Transcoding nodes are expected to claim the capabilities of
their device, including computational power and hardware
specifications. These parameters will be used to decide
which transcoding tasks are assigned to transcoding
nodes—and accurate claims are crucial for nodes to
avoid unfit assignments, potential task failure, and any
associated punishments.
Nodes will only be considered for transcoding tasks if they
are online, and they will only be assigned a task if their
hardware claim meets the minimum requirements for the
desired results of that transcoding task.

If a transcoding node is assigned a task, it will receive any
relevant details along with a requirement to return the
transcoded file to an IDN within a given period of time. If
the transcoding node fails to complete the task, it will be
punished accordingly, while successful completion will be
verified (through proof of transcoding).
In essence, a proof of transcoding will involve a quick
check of random sequences of the transcoded file and its
metadata. If the proof is verified, the transcoding node will
receive a task-based reward that’s dynamically adjusted
to account for the individual task’s difficulty. Immediately
following verification, SoapBox will transparently distribute
these rewards from the mining task reserve to the node’s
on-platform account.

VIDEO DELIVERY TASKS
Caching nodes will be responsible for completing video
delivery tasks (distributing transcoded files to viewers for
consumption). These nodes need to have some files stored
to deliver them to end viewers, so all SoapBox caching
nodes must be storage nodes. Nonetheless, a storage node
will not necessarily be a caching node. This means that
storage nodes must choose to download and activate the
caching module if they wish to receive video delivery tasks
and earn rewards upon proof of successful file delivery to
viewers.
Similar to the processes of activating storage nodes and
transcoding nodes, a caching node will require its own
separate staking deposit. Upon activation, a caching node

will be assigned video delivery tasks based on its online
status, availability, geographical proximity to viewers, and
claimed hardware specifications.
Segmented video files will be cached in several locations
to combat offline nodes and sustain quick retrieval
and delivery. In the same light, each video file should
be delivered to the respective viewer node within a
pre-defined amount of time to ensure successful task
completion. Like transcoding tasks, IDNs will monitor
and verify delivery task completion, and any associated
rewards will be paid out based on the calculated “difficulty”
of the task.
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TOKEN ECONOMICS
TOKEN POOLS
Two on-platform token rewards pools will be maintained for the purpose of separating incentivization between on-platform
mining activities—which support the SoapBox network’s infrastructure—and other productive, engagement-based user
actions—which build enthusiastic community and thriving ecosystem.
MINING TASK RESERVE – Funded by a portion of each block reward, the mining task reserve is a token pool that’s
allocated towards instant payment processing upon proof of specific mining activity completion, namely video transcoding
and delivery. As actively engaged storage space influences the selection of block miners for storage nodes, this isolated
accumulation of Staks allows for quick and reliable compensation of transcoding nodes and caching nodes on an
algorithmic, per-task basis.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT POOL – Regularly replenished by on-platform advertising revenue, web portal transaction
fees, and Staks mined by refill nodes, the community engagement pool is used to reward SoapBox video platform content
creators and viewers for non-mining, engagement-based activities. Community building actions—such as original video
content uploads, likes, views, shares, cumulative watch time, subscriptions, tips, merchandise sales, and more—will
algorithmically trigger daily user payment from the community engagement pool.

TOKEN ALLOCATION
Since all Staks must be mined, initial token allocation will hinge upon block reward distribution. From block rewards, Staks
will be dispersed throughout the network and begin circulating between various participants in the SoapBox ecosystem.
Staks will exchange hands for many different reasons, but moving tokens are useful tokens!

Estimated Staks Distribution

Team

2.25%
Block Miners
Storage Nodes
(non-refill)

52.5%

Viewers

4.5%

Content Creators

15.75%

Mining Task Reserve

25%
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TOKEN ECONOMICS
TOKEN CIRCULATION
The mining of new blocks earns block rewards and releases new Staks into circulation. By tuning block creation rates
based on the number of ongoing network transactions and other sustainability metrics, Soapbox will maintain a relatively
constant block mining and block reward release schedule.
To speed up adoption, boost token circulation, and account for an expected rise in the value of Staks, the size of the block
reward will decrease at standardized intervals over the blockchain’s lifespan. The following figure demonstrates the frontloaded token distribution and provides an undated approximation of how many Staks will exist over time. A detailed, token
economics review will finalize exact numbers and timespans.

Projected Circulating Supply

Staks Created

1 billion

Time
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COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

SIMILAR BLOCKCHAIN PROJECTS?
There are currently several blockchain projects aiming to solve a wide array of issues in video distribution and
livestreaming. However, the majority of these projects neglect key capabilities and have limited scopes—resulting from
choices made between implementation mediums and stored video and livestreaming.
In short, other blockchain-based video projects and their ecosystems are limited in the following ways:
ff non-existent video on demand (VOD) or livestreaming capability
ff missing front-end interface or third-party developer framework
ff use of commercialized, broad-spectrum file systems
ff development on existing blockchains or smart contract platforms
ff hybrid payment systems that reduce adoption of their native tokens
ff unsustainable infrastructure due to poor revenue models

LIVE
STREAM

COMPETITOR

COMPETITOR

BACK END

Framework + API

VIDEO ON
DEMAND

COMPETITOR

COMPETITOR

FRONT END

User-Facing App

A key differentiator between projects is whether they’re building a user-facing platform or a development framework.
Interestingly enough, few projects attempt to tackle both of these tasks, and it’s extremely difficult to find a team that’s
doing both of them well. Those who offer platforms alone restrict third-party applications from implementing their features
and building upon their infrastructure, which ultimately limits the reach of the primary platform’s ecosystem, suppresses
the demand of its value-based tokens, and nullifies possibilities of long-term sustainability.
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COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
On the other hand, the projects that offer development
platforms have the potential to gain traction in many
different markets, but they ultimately lack control
over network implementers and the success of their
applications. You can give someone the perfect set of tools
and resources, but execution and business development
will eventually determine their fate. For this reason,
SoapBox takes its decentralized vision into its own hands
and places it at the feet of reliable leadership with a
calculated plan.
Being in control is important, and so is solving others’
problems. Throughout the development process, SoapBox
will be fine-tuned for operation as a self-contained, end-toend solution. The SoapBox framework will be accessible to
third-party developers for non-stop network expansion and
application development, but the network infrastructure
is built specifically for the SoapBox video platform and its
unique ambitions.
In another realm, most projects focus only on
infrastructure built for stored video distribution—and
are thus unable to handle livestreaming, due to its
more complex technical requirements and need for an

ecosystem with enormous processing power. On the
flip side, some projects have opted to focus only on
livestreaming, and they offer nothing on the stored video
front.
Both stored videos and live streams are in high demand,
and online viewership figures continue to increase. If a
platform can do both of these things well, then it has
the potential to capture a large share of the market and
become an industry force with significant user adoption
and a thriving token economy.
Through its decentralized network and generous
rewards, a global collection of computational power
and storage space will enable SoapBox to demonstrate
long-term viability in many different areas of online
video distribution—including, but not limited to, VOD and
livestreaming. This carefully crafted multi-functionality and
efficient execution should bring more users to SoapBox
and separate it from other, superficially similar blockchain
projects into the foreseeable future.
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FUTURE DIRECTION

RELENTLESS INNOVATION
In this whitepaper, we’ve addressed the core principles of SoapBox in its first iteration. From top to bottom, this innovative
solution is well within reach—and will enable SoapBox to deploy a high-quality video distribution and livestreaming
platform with a quick learning curve for a wide variety of users.
From participant incentivization and community onboarding to technological infrastructure networking and rewards
distribution, every component of SoapBox has been carefully considered and installed with purpose.
SoapBox’s centralized, IDN-controlled pieces—such as mining task delegation, verification, and reward distribution—
actually have the potential to operate more efficiently than their decentralized counterparts. In these cases, SoapBox will
still use the same collection of decentralized hardware to distribute videos, so the actual mining tasks themselves can be
parallelized with greater reliability in the surrounding processes.
Nonetheless, great solutions can always be improved, and SoapBox will continuously strive for perfection in accordance
with its overall vision. Here are a few of our long-term ambitions:
ff extended decentralization of all blockchain algorithms and network mechanisms,
ff widespread support for third-party, decentralized application development with Turing-complete smart contracts
ff potential mergers and infrastructure sharing efforts with other existing video platforms
ff mathematical proofs and formal verification for key, custom-made technical components
ff storage of other objects, and not just video files, throughout the SoapBox cloud network
ff support for one-to-one, live video chats and internal, private streams
ff integration with other emerging technologies, such as virtual and augmented reality
ff implementation throughout the corporate world and within commercial applications
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